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Abstract
Using a multicomponent inverse model, we quantified the rates of organic matter (OM) remineralization and the
relative importance of major terminal electron acceptors [Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides and SO 22
4 ] in salt marsh sediments
with varying degrees of bioturbation and vegetation at Skidaway Island, Georgia. The model determined the rates
of OM diagenesis by seeking simultaneous agreement between measured and model-calculated depth-concentration
profiles of multiple major redox species while using the biological transport parameters determined from direct field
observations. The OM degradation rates are found to be greater and penetrate deeper in sediments with vegetation
or bioturbation than in sediments with limited macrobenthic components, in which organic matter degradation is
restricted to the immediate vicinity of water-sediment interface. The results also confirmed previous observations
that Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides are much more important than sulfate as terminal electron acceptors in the heavily
bioturbated station and provided the numerical values to the depth-dependent relative importance. Solid-phase Fe
is recycled as a terminal electron acceptor $30 times in the bioturbated station, because biological mixing repeatedly
moves reduced Fe(II) back into the aerobic environment, where it is reoxidized to form Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides
and is reused as a terminal electron acceptor. Vegetation appears to have little influence on net solute transport, but
it stimulates microbial activities and significantly enhances the remineralization of OM at depths.

The salt marsh is a complex geochemical system with
highly coupled, simultaneous processes such as primary production, microbial degradation of organic matter (OM), and
macrobenthos feeding. Along the east coast of the United
States, salt marsh primary production is dominated by a species of smooth cordgrass, Spartina alterniflora, whose root
systems are the conduits for chemical exchange between sediments and overlying water or air, as well as the primary
source of OM to sedimentary microbial communities (Childers et al. 1993). Salt marsh sediments are often heavily
bioturbated by fiddler crabs, Uca spp. (Teal 1958). These
macrobenthos are directly involved in chemical mass transfer by producing and metabolizing OM and mobilizing
chemicals (Kristensen et al. 1991; Nithart et al. 1999), while
indirectly affecting the course of diagenesis by modifying
microbial habitats (Goni-Urriza et al. 1999; Marinelli et al.
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2002). The complete characterization of salt marsh system
benefits from a comprehensive approach in which all critical
processes are considered concurrently in a coupled manner.
Computational reactive transport modeling has become an
effective tool for the comprehensive descriptions of aquatic
sedimentary systems undergoing early diagenesis.
A unique utility of properly constrained modeling is the
ability to quantify properties and processes that cannot be
directly measured, such as the in situ rates of OM degradation and terminal electron acceptor (TEA) reduction. In
diagenetic modeling, forward modeling proceeds by interactively comparing model-calculated concentration profiles
of geochemical species to measured profiles, whereas inverse
modeling uses measured profiles as a direct forcing to determine hard-to-measure properties such as reaction rates
and transport coefficients. Using directly measured or estimated forcing variables (e.g., sediment accumulation rates,
biological reworking depth, and overlying water chemistry),
previous forward modeling studies have hind-casted the
rates of Fe and Mn cycling in shelf sediments (Van Cappellen and Wang 1996), rates and mechanisms of denitrification
at the global scale (Middelburg et al. 1996), and redox oscillation along infauna burrows (Furukawa 2001). The inverse approach has been used to determine consumption
rates of major redox species (Berg et al. 1998), and bioirrigation coefficients (Meile et al. 2001).
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Geochemical species and reactions considered in this study

Porewater species
O2
NO32
NH 41
SO 422
TS
Fe21
SCO2

Oxygen
Nitrate
Ammonium
Sulfate
Aqueous sulfide species (5H2S 1 HS2)
Ferrous ion
H2CO3 1 HCO32 1 CO322

Particulate species
OM
Fe(OH)3
FeS
NH4 (ads)

Organic matter with the model formula of (CH2O)(NH 41 ) y/x, where x : y is the C : N ratio
Poorly crystalline Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides expressed as Fe(OH)3
Precipitated ferrous sulfides
Surface-adsorbed ammonium

Primary redox reactions:

Rates:
OM 1 O2 → SCO2 1

OM 1 0.8NO32 1 0.8H1 → SCO2 1
OM 1 4Fe(OH)3 1 8H1 → SCO2 1
OM 1 0.5SO 422 1 H1 → SCO2 1

y
NH 41
x
y
NH 41
x
y
NH 41
x
y
NH 41
x

1 H 2O

R1 (mol dm23-solids s21)

1 0.4N2 1 1.4H2O

R2 (mol dm23-solids s21)

1 4Fe 21 1 11H2O

R3 (mol dm23-solids s21)

1 11H2O 1 0.5H2S

R4 (mol dm23-solids s21)

Secondary reactions:

Rates:

1
5
Fe 21 1 O2 1 H2O → Fe(OH)3 1 2H1
4
2
NH 41 1 2O2 → NO32 1 H2O 1 2H1
H2S 1 2O2 → SO 422 1 2H1
1
1
H S 1 Fe(OH)3 1 2H 1 → S 0 1 Fe 21 1 3H2O
2 2
2
FeS 1 2O2 → Fe21 1 SO 422
Fe21 1 H2S → FeS 1 2H1

R5 (mol L21-porewater s21)
R6 (mol L21-porewater s21)
R7 (mol L21-porewater s21)
R8 (mol dm23-solids s21)
R9 (mol dm23-solids s21)
R10 (mol L21-porewater s21)

Equilibrium reactions:

Equilibrium constant:
kN

NH 41 ↔ NH 41(ads)

Recent studies in salt marshes of the U.S. Atlantic coast
have documented the significant recycling of iron and sulfur,
and complex spatial overlapping of the TEA sequences (Luther et al. 1986; Kostka et al. 2002a; Gribsholt et al. 2003;
Koretsky et al. 2003). This recycling has been attributed to
the repeated reoxidation of reduced iron and sulfur caused
by bioturbation, bioirrigation, and phytoirrigation. Because
of the inherent complexity of salt marsh systems, it is difficult to quantify OM remineralization pathways by experimental methods alone. A modeling approach in which all
critical reactions and transport processes are simultaneously
considered would allow comprehensive and quantitative descriptions of the complex systems.
The objective of the present study was to quantify the
rates and pathways of OM remineralization through multicomponent inverse modeling constrained by extensive field
data. The realistic model descriptions of biological transport
processes were emphasized, to assess their effect on diagenetic chemical mass transfer. The inverse modeling allowed
the extraction of hard-to-measure parameters using directly
measured variables. We simultaneously applied inverse modeling to concentration profiles of multiple species, to mini-

mize the uncertainties in model results generated by the independent uncertainties in rate description of each individual
species.

Materials and methods
Reactions and rate expressions—The geochemical species
and reactions considered in the study are defined in Table 1.
OM degradation pathways in the upper ;0.5 m of salt marsh
sediments have been considered to be dominated by microbial SO 22
respiration (Howarth and Giblin 1983; King
4
1988), whereas recent studies have shown evidence for the
importance of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxide respiration (Lowe et
al. 2000; Kostka et al. 2002a). Therefore, we investigated
these, in addition to the respiration of O2 and NO23 , as the
primary redox reactions. The reaction expressions are based
on those found in previous work (Froelich et al. 1979; Van
Cappellen and Wang 1996), which have been tested in the
context of multicomponent reactive transport models (Boudreau 1996b; Archer et al. 2002). The reactions have since
been updated to express the inorganic nitrogen product of
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aerobic OM degradation to be NH14 rather than NO23 (Herbert
1999; Berg et al. 2003).
On the basis of the reactions in Table 1, the rates of primary and secondary reactions, as well as the net production
rates of geochemical species, can be expressed (Table 2).
The OM degradation rates are considered to follow Monod
kinetics (Boudreau 1996a), whereas the secondary reactions
are presumed to follow the simple bimolecular rate laws that
are widely used in multicomponent reactive transport models
(Van Cappellen and Wang 1996; Berg et al. 2003).
Mass conservation equations—The multicomponent inverse model used in the study is based on the one-dimensional mass conservation equation. For solute species, it can
be written as

[

1 2D 2 2 wDx

aa i C i21 1 bb i C i 1 cc i C i11 1 dd i 5 0

21 2Dx 2 w2
2D
s D 2D
bb 5 2
1 1 21
2 w2 2 a
Dx
Dx
2Dx
D
12s D 2D
cc 5
11
2 w2
Dx
2Dx 21
2Dx
aa i 5

i

i

2

(2)

dC i
C 2 2C i 1 C i21
5 D i i11
dt
Dx 2

3

[

2

D i11 2 D i21
2w
2Dx

(1 2 s i )C i11 1 2s i C i 2 (1 1 s i )C i21
2Dx

1 a i (C0 2 C i ) 1 SR i
where

]

i21

i

i11

i

i21

2

(6b)

(6c)
(6d)

If we use the known concentrations at WSI (i.e., x 5 0, first
node), C0, and at the bottom of modeled sediment column
(i.e., x 5 L b, nth node), C b, as the boundary conditions, then
Ci51 5 C 0; and Ci5n 5 C b

(7)

As a consequence, the series of equations can be written as
 bb1




cc1
bb2

aa2

aa i21



cc2
5
bb i21
aa i

cc i21
bb i
aa i11

cc i
bb i11
5
aa n21



C1 
 dd1 
C2
dd2
_
_
C i21
dd i21
3  C i  1  dd i  5 0
C i11
dd i11
_
_
C n21
dd n21
 Cn 
 dd n 





cc i11
bb n21
aa n

cc n21
bb n 



 
 

ABC 3 C 1 DD 5 0
(3)

i11

(6a)

dd i 5 a i C0 1 SR i



where Cs is the concentration of the solid species (mol dm23
of solids) and SR s is the net rate of production (mol dm23
solids s21). Irrigation and molecular diffusion are not considered for solids.
The partial discretization of Eq. 19 for the ith node on an
even grid yields an ordinary differential equation (ODE):

1

i

D i11 2 D i21

2

i

]

1

1

Di
1 1 si
2
Dx 2
2Dx

i

]C
]
]C
]C
5
(D S 1 D B )
2w
1 a(C0 2 C) 1 SR (19)
]t
]x
]x
]x

1

(5)

where

or under the no-compaction (i.e., constant porosity) assumption,

]C s
]
]C
]C
5
D B s 2 w s 1 SR s
]t
]x
]x
]x

(4)

(Boudreau 1996a). C i (mol L21) and D i (m2 s21) denote the
concentration and net diffusion coefficient (D s 1 D B) at the
ith node, and Dx is the distance between adjacent nodes. A
similar ODE can be written for solid species by partially
discretizing Eq. 2.
By assuming that the geochemical profiles are at steady
state, the left-hand side of Eq. 3 is set at dCi /dt 5 0, and
the right-hand side can be reorganized as

]

(Berner 1980; Boudreau 1996a), in which the time (t, s)–
dependent concentration of a dissolved species (C, mol L21
pore water) along the vertical axis (x, m) is determined by
its diffusive transport, accumulation due to sedimentation,
transport by irrigation, and net rate of production and consumption reactions (SR, mol L21 s21). D S (m 2 s21) is the
tortuosity-corrected molecular diffusion coefficient, D B (m 2
s21) is the biodiffusion coefficient, w is the porosity, a (m21)
is the bioirrigation coefficient, w is the sediment accumulation rate (m s21), and C0 (mol L21) is the concentration at
water-sediment interface (WSI). Similarly, the mass conservation equation for solid species can be written as

2D i

i

]C
1 ]
]C
5
w (D S 1 D B )
2 w wC 1 a(C0 2 C) 1 SR
]t
w ]x
]x
(1)

[

wDx

s i 5 coth

or

(8a)

(8b)

in which C and DD are vectors and ABC is a tridiagonal
matrix.
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Rate expressions and net reaction rates considered in this study
Notation

Reaction rate expressions:
R1 5 kG

[O2 ]
KO2 1 [O2 ]

R2 5 kG

K9O2
[NO32 ]
KNO3 1 [NO32 ] K9O2 1 [O2 ]

R3 5 kG

K9NO3
K9O2
[Fe(OH)3 ]
[Fe(OH)3 ]0 K9NO3 1 [NO32 ] K9O2 1 [O2 ]

R 4 5 kG

[SO 422 ]
KSO4 1 [SO 422 ]

K9NO3
K9O2
2
K9Fe(OH)3 [Fe(OH)3 ] K9NO3 1 [NO3 ] K9O2 1 [O2 ]
11
[Fe(OH)3 ]0
1

R5 5 k5 [Fe 21 ][O2 ]

R6 5 k6 [NH 41 ][O2 ]

R7 5 k7 [TS][O2 ]

R8 5 k8 [TS][Fe(OH)3 ]

R9 5 k9 [FeS][O2 ]

R10 5 k10 [Fe 21 ][TS]

where kG is the rate of organic carbon remineralization (mol C dm23-solid s21), KO2 , KNO3 , and KSO4 are the Monod saturation constants,
and K9O2 , K9NO3 , and K9Fe(OH)3 are the Monod inhibition constants.
Equilibrium expression:
[NH 41 (ads)] 5

w
k [NH 41 ] where r is the sediment density.
r(1 2 w) N

Net production rates:
SRO2 5

1
12w
12w
R1 2 R5 2 2R6 2 2O7 2 2
R9
w
4
w

SRNO32 5 20.8R2 1 R6
SRFe(OH)3 5 24R3 1
SRSO422 5 2
SRFe 21 5 4
SRNH 41 5
SRTS 5

1 2 w1
12w
R 1 R7 1
R9
w 2 4
w

12w
12w
12w
R3 2 R5 1
R8 1
R9 2 R10
w
w
w

12wy
(R 1 R2 1 R3 1 R 4 ) 2 R6
w x 1
11 2 w
11 2 w
R 4 2 R7 2
R8 2 R10
2 w
2 w

SRFeS 5 2R9 1
SR SCO2 5

w
R 2 R8
12w 5

w
R
1 2 w 10

12w
(R1 1 R2 1 R3 1 R 4 )
w

Inverse modeling strategy for rate determination—The
objective of inverse modeling in the present study was to
determine SR (and, thus, kG) as a function of depth (x). As
shown in Table 2, SR values are the functions of kG, if the
values of C, k5 ; k10, kN, and w are known a priori. One
important attribute of the study is the a priori derivation of
DB and a. Whereas most previous studies treated D B and a
as adjustable, we assigned them a range of a priori values

based on the burrow and O2 microprofile data, as described
below. A simple matrix manipulation of (8–2) yields
C 5 2ABC21 3 DD

(9)

which indicates that the concentration of the given species
sp1 at the ith node can be expressed as a function of a priori
parameters and net reaction rate, which is, in turn, a function
of a priori parameters and kG,
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sp1
sp1
sp1
sp1
sp1
sp1
C calc,
i 5 f 1 (D i21 , D i , D i11 , a i , SR i )

SR

sp1
i

5 f 2 (kG, C

sp1
measured, i

,C

sp2
measured, i

,C

sp3
measured, i

(10)
, . . .)

(11)

When Eqs. 10 and 11 are combined, kG is the only unknown. It should be noted that SRsp1
is a function not only
i
of Csp1
but
also
of
the
measured
concentrations
of other
measured,i
species.
In practice, the inverse determination of the kG profile
progresses as follows. First, a randomly generated set of initial values are assigned to kG1, kG2, . . ., kGn. It is assumed
that kG value remains constant within each 0.01 m vertical
section. Then, the kG values are used in Eqs. 9–11 to calculate the concentration profiles for NO23 , Fe(OH)3, SO 24 ,
and NH14 . Next, to pursue the simultaneous agreement between Ccalc and Cmeasured for the multiple major redox species,
the differences between Ccalc and Cmeasured profiles are evaluated as

O zC 2CC
zC
2C
1O
C
zC
2C
1O
C
zC
2C
1O
C
n

SF 5

calc, i

zNO 32

measured, i

NO 32

i51

max

n

calc, i

Fe(OH)3
max

i51
n

calc, i

zSO 422

measured, i

SO 422

i51

max

n

calc, i

i51

zFe(OH)3

measured, i

zNH 41

measured, i

NH 41

(12)

max

where C
denotes the highest measured concentration of
the given species within the profile under consideration. Subsequently, the kG values are adjusted to find the optimized
set of values until the value of SF is minimized according
to the trust region methods for nonlinear minimization (Coleman and Li 1996), using a routine supplied in MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox (The Mathworks, Inc.). To ensure that
the optimization leads to the global minima rather than to
local minima, the process is repeated up to 50 times, each
with a new, randomly generated initial kG value.
species
max

Forward calculations of depth-concentration profiles—
Once the depth profile of kG is determined, it is then used
in the forward modeling to calculate the depth profiles of
species listed in Table 1. In the forward modeling, Eq. 3 is
written for each species using the same D i, w, and ai values
used in the inverse modeling and solved for Ci by integrating
for time using a stiff ODE solver in Matlab (ode23tb). SR i
is a function of kG, which is now a ‘‘known’’ parameter,
and of Ci values of multiple species that are now treated as
unknowns. Because the net rate of a given species is related
to the concentrations of multiple species (Eq. 11), the integration of Eq. 3 for all species must occur simultaneously
with the rate expressions being coupled for each time step
(Boudreau 1996b).
Study area and methods
We used extensive field data obtained from muddy sediments of the Saltmarsh Ecosystem Research Facility (SERF)

adjacent to the Skidaway Institute of Oceanography, Georgia, during August 2001. The sampling took place during
low tide in the mid- to late-morning hours. The sediment
temperatures were 27–288C, and salinity of water from the
drainage creek was 30. Data obtained from three stations are
discussed here, which differed in the abundance of Uca pugnax as well as the density of S. alterniflora vegetation. The
first station, designated BUC, is heavily bioturbated by U.
pugnax and polychaetes but contains no vegetation. The second station, NUC, hosts neither Spartina nor Uca but is populated with a small number of polychaetes. The third station,
NVC, hosts abundant S. alterniflora and a small number of
polychaetes but no Uca. The station designation follows the
convention used by the previous studies at SERF (Kostka et
al. 2002a; Gribsholt et al. 2003).
Ecological measurements—The radius, opening density,
and depth dependency of polychaete burrows were determined using X-radiographs, as described elsewhere (Furukawa et al. 2001). The corer used for X-radiography was 17
cm wide, 2.2 cm thick, and ;50 cm tall. Because the number
of Uca burrows captured in the corers was too small for
statistical considerations, depth dependency of Uca burrows
was obtained from the literature (Basan and Frey 1977). The
opening density and radii of Uca burrows were determined
directly in the field, as described elsewhere (Gribsholt et al.
2003) using a 25 3 25 cm 2 quadrant.
Porewater and solid-phase geochemistry—The depth profiles of NO23 , SO 24 , NH14 , total salinity (TS), Fe 21, FeS, and
Fe(OH)3 were determined from 1- to 2-cm sections of triplicate cores for each station, as described elsewhere (Kostka
et al. 2002a; Gribsholt et al. 2003). The O2 microprofiles at
the WSI were obtained with Clark-type microelectrodes
from freshly sampled cores. The radial O2 microprofiles at
Uca burrow walls were obtained by inserting the microelectrode at a 458 angle. The microelectrodes were calibrated by
oxygenated tap water whose O2 concentration was known
from Winkler titrations and by assuming that the constant
current reading obtained by inserting the microelectrode tips
deeply into the sediments away from burrow walls corresponds to [O2] 5 0 mol L21. It should be noted that the
calibration was done with the low salinity tap water; thus,
the data may overestimate the actual O2 concentrations in
pore water by several percent (Glud et al. 2000).
Radionuclide profiles—The depth profiles of 137Cs were
obtained from centimeter-thick sections of duplicate cores
(Alexander et al. 1991; Sommerfield et al. 1999). Each sample of dried, ground sediment was counted for ;24 h on a
planar ORTEC Lo-AX detector, to quantify 137Cs activity at
661 KeV. Self-adsorption corrections were made using established techniques (Cutshall et al. 1983). Errors were estimated from the 1-SD confidence level of counting statistics
to be ;10%.
Sulfate reduction rates (SSRs)—SRRs were determined on
10-cm triplicate cores (2 cm inner diameter) with 35SO 22
4
(Fossing and Jørgensen 1989). Cores were stored at the in
situ temperature for #2 h before injection. The 35SO 22
was
4
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Table 3. Model parameters.
Parameter
Concentration parameters
[NO3]0
[NF14 ]0
[TS]0, [Fe21]0
[SO24]0
[Fe(OH)3]0
Transport parameters
w
D0O2 (m2 s21)
D0NO3 (m2 s21)
D0NH4 (m2 s21)
D0SO4 (m2 s21)
D0H2 (m2 s21)
D0HS (m2 s21)
D0Fe(II) (m2 s21)
D0H2CO3 (m2 s21)
D0HCO3 (m2 s21)
D0CO3 (m2 s21)
S

Reaction parameters
k5 (L mol21 s21)
k6 (L mol21 s21)
k7 (L mol21 s21)
k8 (L mol21 s21)
k9 (L mol21 s21)
k10
K02, KO9 2
9
KNO3, KNO
3
KSO4
K9Fe(OH)3
kN

Values

Remarks

2.5 3 1026
0
0
0.029 (BUC);
0.023 (NUC);
0.023 (NVC)
0.7

Measured during 1987–1996 at Skidaway River (Verity 2002) (mol L21)
Estimated (mol L21)
Estimated (mol L21)
Measured (this study) (mol L21)

0.860 (BUC);
0.821 (NUC);
0.859 (NVC)
2.36 3 1029
2.00 3 1029
2.07 3 1029
1.11 3 1029
1.83 3 1029
1.78 3 1029
7.36 3 10210
1.87 3 1029
1.25 3 1029
0.97 3 1029

Measured porosity (depth independent)

5.9
0.63
0.039
7.0 3 1024
0.7
0.47
8.0 3 1026
3.0 3 1025
0.001
2.70 3 1021
1.4

Estimated from Fe(OH)3 and FeS profiles (mol dm23)

Diffusion coefficients for infinite dilution is determined using the tables
provided by Boudreau (1996a) with measured temperature (288C) and salinity (30). The tortuosity correction follows the equations
DS 5 D0/u2
u2 5 1 2 2 ln(f2)
(Boudreau 1996a)

(Zhang and Millero 1993)
(Berg et al. 2003)
(Millero et al. 1987)
(Van Cappellen and Wang 1996; Boudreau et al. 1998)
(Van Cappellen and Wang 1996; Boudreau et al. 1998)
(Berg et al. 2003)
Monod constants (Boudreau et al. 1998)
Monod constants (Boudreau et al. 1998)
Monod constants (Boudreau et al. 1998)
Monod constants (Boudreau et al. 1998)
NH14 adsorption coefficient (Mackin and Aller 1984)

injected at 1-cm intervals, and cores were incubated at in
situ temperature for 3 h. The cores were then sectioned into
1–2 cm intervals, fixed in 10 ml 20% ZnAc, and frozen.
Total reduced sulfur (TRS; i.e., acid-volatile sulfides, FeS 1
TS plus chromium-reducible sulfur, S0 1 FeS2) was extracted
by a 45-min single-step distillation with cold HCl (2 mol
L21) and boiling Cr 21 (0.5 mol L21) solutions. Color observation ensured the complete reduction by Cr. TRS in the
distillate was determined spectrophotometrically, whereas
TR35S activity was determined by a scintillation counter.
Pore water was removed before distillations and was also
22
analyzed for 35SO 22
was analyzed by ion chro4 . Total SO 4
matograph for use in calculating rates. SRRs were determined as the amount of 35SO 22
reduced per hour, under the
4
assumption that rates were constant during the 3-h incubation.

Parameter determination
Parameters required for the inverse and forward modeling
are listed in Table 3. The values in Table 3 that are in boldface were determined through direct observations during the

field study. The WSI is well exposed to air or oxygenated
estuarine water; thus, the concentrations of reduced species
at the WSI were estimated to be zero. The parameterization
1
of Eqs. 9–11 for NO23 , Fe(OH)3, SO 22
4 , and NH4 required
2
22
Cmeasured profiles for O2, NO3 , Fe(OH)3, SO 4 , Fe 21, TS,
NH14 , and FeS (see Table 2). The Cmeasured for O2 was determined using the directly measured microprofiles plus burrow
distribution statistics. Cmeasured for other species was taken
from the sample analysis and interpolated. The w was measured in cores by weighing a known volume of sediment
subsamples before and after drying. DS, which was assumed
to be depth independent, was determined from its empirical
dependence on w (Boudreau 1996a). DB and a were determined using the burrow statistics, and w was determined
using radiochemistry.
The rate and thermodynamic constants were taken from
previous work. The values of k5 and k7 were calculated from
their empirical dependence on temperature and salinity (Millero et al. 1987; Zhang and Millero 1993). The k6 values
ranging from 0.16 to 0.63 L mol 21 s21 have been used for
various coastal environments (Van Cappellen and Wang
1996; Berg et al. 2003). The k8 values in previous work
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1 w2

[137 Cs] 5 [137 Cs] x50 exp 2

Fig. 1. Depth profiles of excess 137Cs activities at BUC, NUC,
and NVC. The 137Cs profiles exhibited very little depth-dependent
decreases for the sampling depths of the study. For NVC, the measured depth profile is plotted together with the calculated profiles
according to Eq. (14). (a) The calculated profile with w 5 10 cm
yr21. (b) The calculated profile with w 5 3 cm yr21. (c) The calculated profile with w 5 2 cm yr21. A significant portion of the
calculated profile for w 5 2 cm yr21 falls outside of the margin of
error.

range from 1.3 3 1024 to 7.0 3 1024 L mol 21 s21, and k9
ranges from 6.0 3 1023 to 0.7 L mol 21 s21 (Van Cappellen
and Wang 1996; Boudreau et al. 1998; Berg et al. 2003). In
the present study, the k6, k8, and k9 values were taken from
the highest values within these ranges, because the high temperature of the study site favored high rates. The pH-independent bimolecular rate expression for FeS precipitation,
R10, has only been tested recently in the arctic environment
(Berg et al. 2003). A k10 value of 0.47 L mol 21 s21 was used
in this study. A higher value (4.7) was also tested but was
found to have little effect on the modeled kG, Ccalc, and TEA
profiles. The value of k N was taken from previous studies of
costal fine-grained sediments (Mackin and Aller 1984). The
carbon : nitrogen ratio of labile OM was taken from a recent
study conducted at SERF (Gribsholt et al. 2003). The Monod
constants were taken from previous work (Boudreau et al.
1998).
Radionuclide profiles and sediment accumulation rates—
Activity profiles of 137Cs (half-life, T0.5 5 30.2 yr) from all
stations lacked depth dependency (Fig. 1), which could be
due to rapid sedimentation or intense bioturbation. Meanwhile, X-radiographs exhibited visible horizontal units,
which indicates that bioturbation has not been intense
enough to completely destroy sedimentary structures. Thus,
the lack of depth dependency must be due to the rapid sedimentation. By applying the steady-state diffusion-decay
equation,
DB

d2C
dC
2w
2 lC 5 0
2
dx
dx

(13)

where l is the decay constant (0.693/T0.5) to the 137Cs profile
from NVC, under the assumption that DB ø 0, one obtains
the 137Cs concentration as the function of depth,

lx

(14)

By applying the w values of 2, 3, and 10 cm yr21 in Eq. 14,
the modeled profiles (Fig. 1; NVC) are obtained. The
[137Cs]x 5 0 value is adjusted for each case to seek a fit to
the observed profile. The w value of 10 cm yr21 yields a
profile that is nearly independent of depth and fits most of
the observed data points. Whereas w 5 3 cm yr21 yields a
profile with some depth dependency, the modeled profile still
falls within the counting errors of most of the data points.
However, w 5 2 cm yr21 deviates further from the data
points with more significant depth dependency. As a consequence, we used w values of 10 and 3 cm yr21. The effect
of higher (i.e., 20 cm yr21) w value is also examined.
Burrow parameters and irrigation coefficient, a—The irrigation coefficient was estimated from the burrow observations using existing formulae (Koretsky et al. 2002) in
which ecological measurements such as the number and size
of burrows can be related to a as

a 5 DS

Sy
L

(15)

S v is the total burrow surface area divided by the total volume of sediments modeled for the given depth interval, and
L is the radial diffusion length scale which is the difference
between r̄, the radial distance from the burrow axis at which
the solute concentration reaches the radially averaged concentration for the bulk sediment at a given depth, and r1, the
equivalent burrow radius (Aller 1980; Boudreau 1984). The
equivalent burrow radius is related to the total burrow surface area and density at a given depth in the equation
DS y
Dx
r 1 (x) 5
2p ntot (x)

(16)

where ntot(x) is the total number of burrows found at the
given depth x within the unit area.
The values of L, S v, ntot, and r1, as well as their depth
dependency, are shown in Table 4 for all stations. The polychaete’s contributions to Sv and ntot were directly determined
from the X-radiography data of burrow numbers, size, and
tilt angles (Furukawa et al. 2001), whereas the contributions
from U. pugnax were estimated by assuming that all Uca
burrows observed at the WSI inside the 25 3 25 cm 2 quadrant had 1 depth extent of 0.2 m and a radius of 0.0075 m,
which are the average depth (0.2 6 0.025 m) and radius
(0.0075 6 0.0025 m) observed by previous studies (Teal
1958; Allen and Curran 1974; Basan and Frey 1977). The
total Sv was simply the sum of polychaete and Uca contributions.
The value of L for Uca burrows was obtained by (1) assuming the radial O2 penetration distance to be equal to L
(Koretsky et al. 2002) and (2) averaging the direct measurements of radial O2 penetration depths obtained along Uca
burrows at the study site (0.82 3 1023 [63.3 3 1024] m).
The radial O2 penetration depth along polychaete burrows
was not directly measured. The L (r̄ 2 r1) value was instead
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determined from the following ODE, boundary conditions,
and an additional equation that assumed that D S and the O2
consumption rate (R) are identical between the sediments
surrounding Uca burrows and surrounding polychaete burrows:

1

2

1 d
dC
rD s
1 R 5 0,
r dr
dr
C r5r 1 5 C0 ,

C r5r¯ 5 0,

)

dC
dr

5 0 (17)
r5r¯

(Cai and Sayles 1996). For BUC, a was calculated separately
for Uca and polychaetes, according to Eq. 15, before being
added together to obtain the total a.
It is expected that phytoirrigation is important in the presence of S. alterniflora. However, the intensity of irrigation
cannot be quantified using available data, because no information is currently available that links the intensity of phytoirrigation to the ecological data related to vegetation. As
a consequence, a for NVC was derived using the burrow
parameters in the same manner as for BUC and NUC, under
the assumption that phytoirrigation is insignificant compared
with the macrofaunal irrigation. The consequence of this assumption is discussed later.
Biodiffusion coefficient, DB—We obtained estimated DB
values by assuming that the majority of particle displacement activity is due to the particle ingestion/egestion by
macrofauna. The magnitude of particle ingestion/egestion
has been found to be roughly proportional to the size of
animals (Cammen 1980). The volumetric size of animals can
be regarded as proportional to the cube of the burrow radius.
In turn, the unit area-integrated burrow radius can be regarded as proportional to the cube of burrow surface area
summed over all burrows divided by the total volume of
sediments modeled within the given depth interval:
DB 5 gd 3v
The value of scaling factor, g, is adjusted so that D B averaged
for the top 10 cm of heavily bioturbated BUC falls within
the empirically compiled D B range of 10 , D B , 1,000 cm 2
yr21 for bioturbated and rapidly accumulating sediments
(Boudreau 1994). In practice, this meant that the value of g
was varied between 1.8 3 10214 and 1.8 3 10212.
Depth-O2 concentration profiles—The Cmeasured profiles for
O2 were obtained by combining measured vertical microprofiles at WSI and calculated effects of radial O2 penetrations
along burrow walls. The effect of radial penetration on the
vertical profiles was determined by radially integrating the
penetration profile perpendicular to the Uca burrows and averaging over the unit volume of sediments:
C̄ 5 N

E

r i1L

2p C(r) dr

C(r) is the function for the average radial O2 concentration
profile perpendicular to a burrow wall away from the WSI
and is derived by solving Eq. 17 for C. The net vertical O2
profiles were determined by combining the O2 from vertical
penetration, radial O2 penetration along Uca burrows, and
radial O2 penetration along polychaete burrows. The polychaete burrow contribution was reduced to 20% of the values
derived from Eq. 19, because polychaete irrigation is intermittent (Kristensen 2001). Uca burrows, with their large
openings and simple geometry, were assumed to be fully
oxygenated by bioirrigation and physical pumping.

Results
Inverse modeling yielded the kG profiles shown in Fig. 2.
For each station, different D B (i.e., different g in Eq. 18; g
5 1.8 3 10214, 1.8 3 10213, and 1.8 3 10212) and w (i.e., w
5 3, 10, and 20 cm yr21) resulted in kG profiles that are
similar. On the other hand, the comparison between stations
reveals considerable differences. The OM degradation rate
is modeled to be significantly higher at BUC and NVC than
at NUC. The results also show that a major portion of OM
at NUC is remineralized within ;1 cm of the WSI, whereas
the remineralization occurs well below WSI at BUC and
NVC, regardless of the parameter values chosen.
The inversely determined kG profiles were subsequently
used in the forward modeling to calculate the depth-concentration profiles of major redox species and to confirm the
agreement between measured and modeled profiles (Fig. 3).
At BUC, the kG profiles calculated using the wide range of
w (3, 10, and 20 cm yr21) yielded very similar Ccalc profiles,
whereas the choice of g affected the results. The results show
that g 5 1.8 3 10212, which yields an average D B for the
top 10 cm at BUC of 1,000 cm 2 yr21, generates good agreement, whereas the smaller g (i.e., smaller DB) resulted in the
modeled Fe-(oxy)hydroxide concentrations to reach zero
within upper ;5 cm of sediments. The measurements indicate a significant presence of Fe-(oxy)hydroxides throughout
the sampling depths. In NUC, the choice of w affected the
calculated depth profiles whereas the choice of g had negligible effect. Model calculations yielded reasonable agreement with the measured profiles when the low sedimentation
rate (w 5 3 cm yr21) was used in the calculations. Only the
results using the kG profiles calculated with w 5 3 cm yr21
and g 5 1.8 3 10212 are shown for NVC.
The forward model was also used to determine the depth
profiles of OM degradation rate by each TEA, R1, R2, R3,
and R4, according to the formulae in Table 2. The inversely
determined kG profiles were used with the forward modeldetermined TEA concentrations in the formulae. Once these
were determined, the rates of SO 22
and Fe(III)4
(oxy)hydroxide consumption due to OM remineralization
could be calculated as follows according to the reaction stoichiometry

(19)

R OM
SO 422 5

ri

N is the number of burrows per unit lateral cross section
area of sediments, r1 is the average burrow radius for the
given depth, and r1 1 L is the average O2 penetration radius.
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1 2 w1
R
w 2

R OM
Fe(OH)3 5 4R3
The R

OM
Fe(OH)3

and R

OM
SO 422

(mol L-porewater21 s21 )

(20)

(mol dm 23-solids s 21 )

(21)

profiles are plotted in Fig. 4, together
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Table 4. Burrow parameter summary.
BUC
Polychaete

Uca

Depth
(m)
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20

Density
nUca
(m22)

Radius
r1Uca
(m)

Burrow
surface
area
DSv/Dx
(m)

131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131
131

0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075
0.0075

6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17
6.17

Diffusion
length
scale
L
(m)

Density
npoly
(m22)

7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024
7.0031024

713
713
446
357
178
267
891
980
446
535
178
89
624
267
267
357
535
178
178
178
178

with the experimentally measured SRR values. The measured SRR is expressed in terms of mol L pore water21 s21,
to allow a direct comparison with the model-calculated
ROM2
SO 4 . For BUC, the measured SRR and model-calculated
OM2
ROM2
SO 4 are in agreement. Model-calculated RSO 4 profiles would
be three to four times greater if the smaller g values were
used, generating poor agreement with the measured SRR.
The model-calculated ROM2
SO 4 profile is smaller than measured
SRR for NUC. For NVC, the net ROM2
SO 4 and SRR for the upper
9 cm of the sediments are in general agreement, although
the depth-dependent fluctuation found in the model results
was not observed in the field.
The relative importance of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides as a
TEA was calculated to be greater at the heavily bioturbated
BUC than at NUC or NVC (Fig. 5). At NUC and NVC,
model results show that SO 22
4 is responsible for the majority
of OM degradation. In contrast, a significant fraction of OM
degradation proceeds via reduction of Fe(III)(oxy)hydroxides at BUC.

Discussion
Effect of macrobenthos on kG—The model results indicate that macrobenthos affect the chemical mass transfer in
Skidaway SERF sediments. A comparison of BUC and NUC
profiles (Fig. 2) illustrates the effect of bioturbation. The net
rate of OM degradation is much greater (;8 times) in the
bioturbated sediments of BUC than in NUC. In addition,
most of the OM degradation occurs within the immediate

Total

Radius
r1poly
(m)

Burrow
surface
area
DSv/Dx
(m)

Diffusion
length
scale
L
(m)

Burrow
surface
area
DSv/Dx
(m)

(DSv/L)Uca
1
(DSv/L)poly

5.5831024
5.5831024
7.8931024
5.6231024
9.0431024
1.0131023
1.0531023
8.5631024
8.0331024
1.0731023
7.6031024
5.5531024
8.7031024
6.8031024
5.9631024
9.7731024
1.8931023
7.9631024
6.7131024
8.0531024
5.1031024

2.50
2.50
2.21
1.26
1.01
1.69
5.85
5.27
2.25
3.59
0.85
0.31
3.41
1.14
1.00
2.19
6.35
0.89
0.75
0.90
0.57

5.0531024
5.0531024
5.4531024
5.0631024
5.6031024
5.7131024
5.7531024
5.5431024
5.4731024
5.7731024
5.4131024
5.0431024
5.5631024
5.2831024
5.1331024
5.6831024
6.2831024
5.4631024
5.2631024
5.4731024
4.9431024

8.67
8.67
8.38
7.43
7.18
7.86
12.02
11.44
8.42
9.76
7.02
6.48
9.58
7.31
7.17
8.36
12.52
7.06
6.92
7.07
6.74

13,763
13,763
12,866
11,303
10,615
11,769
18,986
18,325
12,925
15,031
10,382
9,426
14,948
10,970
10,761
12,667
18,914
10,441
10,235
10,455
9,965

vicinity of WSI in NUC, whereas it takes place well into the
deeper part of the sediments in BUC. Although the observed
lack of SO 22
and Fe(OH)3 depletion at BUC (Fig. 3) may
4
suggest a lack of significant OM degradation, the modeling,
with its forcing of the high rate of biological transport, reveals the reason for the lack of TEA depletion. TEAs penetrate deeper at BUC not because they are underutilized but
because they are transported and regenerated.
The comparison of kG profiles from NUC and NVC (Fig.
2) makes clear that vegetation also enhances the sedimentary
OM degradation rates: the net OM degradation is greater
(;14 times) in the heavily vegetated sediments of NVC than
in NUC. In addition, OM degradation takes place well into
the deeper part of the sediments in NVC, whereas it is restricted to the immediate vicinity of WSI in NUC.
Parameter selections—We examined a range of sediment
accumulation rates (w) and scaling factors for the biodiffusion coefficient (g). Appropriate values for these parameters
may be selected by comparing the model results with the
measurements from this and previous studies. A recent study
within SERF at a bioturbated station similar to BUC has
shown that, at the depth of 5 cm, .50% of OM remineralization occurs through the reduction of Fe(III) minerals
(Gribsholt et al. 2003). The model-calculated relative importance of TEAs at BUC agrees with this result, showing
that ;50% of the OM degradation proceeds through
Fe(OH)3 reduction at 5–6 cm below WSI (Fig. 5). The lower
g values, g 5 1.8 3 10214 and 1.8 3 10213, would decrease
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Density
npoly
201
201
334
67
67
134
401
334
201
267
67
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
134
134

NUC

NVC

Polychaete

Polychaete

Radius
r1poly
5.7831024
5.7831024
9.1231024
6.8531024
5.0031024
5.2331024
8.1631024
6.3531024
1.5731023
8.2831024
5.1831024

7.0631024
5.0331024

Burrow
surface
area
DSv/Dx
(m)

Diffision
length
scale
L
(m)

0.73
0.73
1.92
0.29
0.21
0.44
2.05
1.33
1.98
1.39
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.42

5.0931024
5.0931024
5.6131024
5.2931024
4.9131024
4.9731024
5.4931024
5.2031024
6.1331024
5.5031024
4.9631024

5.32E-04
4.92E-04

the relative importance of Fe(OH)3 in this depth interval to
;0% and 3%, respectively. The comparison of model-calculated and measured SRRs (Fig. 4) reveals that measured
SRR at BUC are reasonably matched by using g 5 1.8 3
10212. Moreover, the comparison of concentration profiles at
BUC (Fig. 3) shows that the modeling with a smaller DB
(i.e., g 5 1.8 3 10214 ; 213) would result in the exhaustion
of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides within the upper ;5 cm of sediments, even though significant amount is observed throughout the sampling depth. Thus, g 5 1.8 3 10212 is likely the
most appropriate choice.
The forward-model simulations of concentration profiles
using the high sediment accumulation rate values (i.e., 10
and 20 cm yr21; Fig. 3) result in the deeper penetration of
Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides in comparison to the directly measured profiles at NUC. Thus, the w values of 3 cm yr21 are
likely the more appropriate choice.
The combined use of w 5 3 cm yr21 and g 5 1.8 3 10212
yields agreement between measured and modeled concentration profiles at all stations (Fig. 3). There is reasonable
agreement between measured and model-calculated SRR for
BUC. The depth-integrated measured SRR and modeled
ROM22
for the upper 9 cm of sediments are calculated as
SO 4
follows:
SRSO 422 5 10 3w

E

0.09

R OM
SO 422 dx

(mol m 22 s 21 )

(22)

0

The results, shown in Table 5, are comparable for BUC and
NVC.

Denstiy
npoly

Radius
r1poly

446
446
1070
1693
1337
802
1426
624
267
267
624
446
178
267
267
446
267
446
0
0
89

5.6331024
5.6331024
1.0231023
7.7831024
7.8031024
8.2431024
1.0131023
1.1531023
7.0631024
8.2631024
9.5031024
3.1531023
6.0731024
7.8131024
7.4231024
1.0831023
5.3231024
9.8231024
1.3931023

Burrow
surface
area
DSv/Dx
(m)

Diffusion
length
scale
L
(m)

1.57
1.57
6.87
8.27
6.55
4.15
9.09
4.51
1.19
1.39
3.72
8.80
0.68
1.31
1.25
3.03
0.89
2.75
0.00
0.00
0.78

5.0631024
5.0631024
5.7331024
5.4331024
5.4431024
5.5031024
5.7231024
5.8531024
5.3231024
5.5031024
5.6531024
6.6331024
5.1531024
5.4431024
5.3831024
5.7831024
4.9931024
5.6931024
6.0231024

Effect of C : N ratio in NUC—The NUC modeling results
exhibit the underestimation of ROM22
compared with the
SO 4
measured SRR (Fig. 4). Also, the forward modeling reveals
that the simultaneous agreement between measured and
model-calculated concentration profiles is not achieved for
NUC as SO 22
is overestimated by the model (Fig. 3). This
4
discrepancy may be due to the model use of an inappropriately low C : N ratio. A low C : N ratio in the NH14 profile
matching processes of inverse modeling would result in the
underestimation of kG, which would lead to the underestimation of ROM22
SO 4 . Given the lack of fresh OM input from
vegetation and bioturbation, the penetration of labile, N-rich
OM is limited at NUC except, for the immediate vicinity of
WSI. The decomposing Spartina plants, whose C : N ratio
has been reported to be 32–54 at nearby Sapelo Island
(Haines et al. 1977), would result in a high C : N ratio in
the absence of more labile, N-rich OM. By using the high
end value of C : N 5 54 instead of 12.5 at NUC in conjunction with w 5 3 cm yr21 and g 5 1.8 3 10212, we
obtained forward-model results (Fig. 6) in which the agreement between measured and model-calculated profiles was
improved. The simulation with C : N 5 54 also yielded an
improved match between measured SRR and model-calculated ROM22
(Fig. 7, Table 5). The depth-integrated SRR at
SO 4
NUC using the adjusted C : N were also comparable to the
values measured in August 2000 at a Uca- and Spartina-free
part of the Skidaway SERF (Kostka et al. 2002a).
The improved agreement suggests that the C : N ratio of
degrading OM at NVC is likely to be closer to 54 than to
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Fig. 2. The model-calculated depth profiles of OM degradation
rate (kG) for BUC, NUC, and NVC. In the legends, w1, w2, and
w3 denote model runs using w 5 3, 10, and 20 (cm yr21), respectively, and g1, g2, and g3 represent runs with g 5 1.8 3 10214, 1.8
3 10213, and 1.8 3 10212, respectively. At NUC, the OM degradation is fastest in the immediate vicinity of WSI (0–0.01 m) than
in the deeper part of the sediments. On the other hand, at BUC and
NVC, the OM degradation occurs in the deeper parts of the sediments, and the net OM degradation is greater than NUC.

12.5. The C : N ratio of remineralizing OM is different from
the bulk C : N ratio in any given sample (Berg et al. 2003),
and there is no direct method that can quantify the C : N
ratio of degrading OM in situ. The parameter fitting approach taken here can be a reasonable method when one
needs to determine the C : N ratio of degrading OM.
Integrated TEA utilization rates versus TEA fluxes—TEA
utilization rate profiles can be used to calculate the net, integrated TEA utilization rates for the upper 9 cm of sediments at BUC, NUC, and NVC. For Fe(OH)3,
SRFe(III) 5 10 3 (1 2 w)

E

0.09

R OM
Fe(III) dx

(mol m 22 s 21 )

(23)

0

The value for each station is shown in Table 5. The integrated value at BUC is comparable to 4.0 3 1026 mol m22
s21, the value found previously by an incubation for a bioturbated and vegetated substation in SERF (Kostka et al.
2002a). The flux of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides to the SERF
sediments, FFe(III) mol m22 s21, can be estimated from the total

Fig. 3. The comparison of model-calculated and measured concentration-depth profiles of major redox species. For BUC, different
g values yielded different results, as shown. For NUC, the selection
of sediment accumulation rates (w) affected the calculation results,
as shown.

solid-phase iron, SFe (moles dm23-solids), and sediment accumulation rates, w (m s21), as follows:
FFe(III) 5 10 3 w(1 2 w) SFe

(24)

where SFe is the total solid-phase iron (5 Fe(III) 1 Fe(II))
averaged for the entire depth of sediment columns studied.
The directly measured SFe are similar at all three stations
(i.e., SFe ø 0.7 moles L-solids21). Consequently, the flux of
Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides to either station is the function of w
and w, and the value, nearly identical for all stations, is
shown in Table 5.
The comparison of SRFe(III) and FFe(III) reveals that, at NUC,
the flux of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxide due to sediment accumulation is closely matched by the calculated cumulative
rate of its consumption because of OM degradation within
upper 9 cm of the sediments. The lack of Fe recycling in
turn increases the relative importance of SO 22
as the TEA.
4
A recent study at a Uca- and Spartina-free part of the Skidaway SERF found that .70% of OM remineralization was
through the reduction of SO 22
(Kostka et al. 2002a). At
4
NVC, the integrated Fe(III) consumption rate is also similar
to the flux.
In contrast, at BUC, the calculated cumulative consump-
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Fig. 5. The relative importance of O2, NO23 , Fe(III), and SO 422 as
TEAs in the OM remineralization, plotted as a function of depth.
These were calculated by normalizing the model-calculated R1, R2,
R3, or R4 by (R1 1 R2 1 R3 1 R4).

cycling, because the zone of biological mixing at BUC is
.9 cm (Table 4). This significant recycling results in the
enhanced relative importance of Fe(III) as a TEA at BUC.
The rate expression for Fe(OH)3 production (Table 2) indicates that it depends on one reaction, the aerobic oxidation
of Fe 21 (i.e., R5). The high bioturbation and irrigation rates
are the key to maintaining the deep penetration of O2 that
allows the continuous production of Fe(OH)3. The Fe recycling of ;30 times is approaching the value of 100;300
determined in the shallow marine environment of Skagerrak
off the coast of Denmark (Canfield et al. 1993). Meanwhile,
in sediments with limited particle mixing (i.e., NUC and
NVC), solid-phase TEAs such as Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides
are reduced once and are not reoxidized to participate in
repeated reduction.
The model provides independent confirmation that bioturbation drives particle and solute mixing at BUC. Previous
experimental studies (Thamdrup 2000; Kostka et al.
2002a,b; Gribsholt et al. 2003) have indicated that Fe(III)
respiration is sustained by metal oxides supplied via bioturbation. Because Fe(III) minerals becomes less reactive with
age after precipitation, it may also be speculated that rapid
recycling due to bioturbation keeps Fe(III) minerals in a
poorly crystalline state, exerting a positive feedback on microbial Fe(III) respiration (Thamdrup 2000). This positive
feedback would also support the enhanced OM degradation
rates under redox-oscillating environments (Aller 1994).
Fig. 4. Model-calculated depth profiles of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxide
reduction rates and SO 22
reduction rates caused by OM reminer4
alization. The measured SRR profiles are also plotted for comparison. It should be noted that SRR is expressed in terms of the rate
of SO 22
consumption in the unit volume of pore water (mmol L21
4
s21). For BUC, the choice of smaller g values (g 5 1.8 3 10214
and 1.8 3 10213) resulted in the SO 22
reduction rate that is three
4
to four times greater than the measured SRR.

tion rate of Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides in the upper 9 cm of
sediments is 30 times greater than the flux, which suggests
that each Fe atom experiences cycling between reducing and
oxidizing environments at least ;30 times via bioturbation
before it is permanently buried below the zone of biological
mixing. This value is underestimating the magnitude of re-

Effects of phytoirrigation—To examine whether phytoirrigation is quantitatively significant for the transport of major
solute species, additional model runs were conducted for
NVC. It should be noted that the elevated a would affect all
species equally and would not simulate the uptake of specific
solute species. One simulation was conducted with the
depth-independent a whose value was derived by first taking
the average, macrofauna-only a values for each species in
the upper 10 cm of NVC sediments, and increasing it by
three times. Another simulation was conducted by using ten
times the average, macrofauna-only a value. The model-calculated ROM22
profiles using the elevated a values signifiSO 4
cantly overestimate the measured SRR values at NVC,
which indicates that the elevated a values do not appropriately depict the irrigation in NVC. This implies that the net
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Table 5. Comparison of depth-integrated measured SRR and model-calculated R OM
, as well as the depth-integrated Fe(III) flux and
SO 22
4
model-calculated ROM
Fe(OH)3 for the upper 0.09 m of sediments. The consumption rates were determined by the model using the parameter
values of w 5 3 cm yr21 and g 5 1.8 3 10212, whereas the flux was estimated from the measured total iron concentrations and sediment
accumulation rate (w 5 3 cm yr21).

BUC
(mol m22 s21)
Measured SRR
Model-calculated R OM
SO 22
4
SRFe(III) (mol m22 sms1)
FFe(III) (mol m22 s21)
SR/F

1.531027
2.331027
2.731026
30

NUC
(mol m22 s21)
C : N 5 12.5

C : N 5 54

4.831027
0.931027
4.531027
1.931027
1.431027
931028 (constant for all stations)
2.1
1.6

NVC
(mol m22 s21)
9.631027
15.331027
3.631027
4.0

transport of the solute species by Spartina root systems may
not be quantitatively significant, compared with the transport
by small amount of polychaete bioirrigation in the vegetated
portion of the study site.
Although phytoirrigation appears to be insignificant as a
net solute transport mechanism, the effect of vegetation in
the salt marsh chemical mass transfer is important. The comparison of kG profiles between NUC and NVC (Fig. 2)
makes it evident that the vegetation significantly enhances
the net OM degradation rate. The remineralization of OM
occurs predominantly in the immediate vicinity of WSI at
NUC in the absence of Spartina plants, whereas it occurs
throughout the sampling depths at NVC. Both model-calculated and measured SO 22
reduction rates show the depth4
dependent decrease in SO 22
reduction rates at NUC and
4
depth-independent, quantitatively significant amount of
SO 22
4 reduction throughout the sampling depth at NVC (Fig.
4). It can be speculated that Spartina root systems enhance
microbial activities by modifying the habitats through the
influx of O2, labile OM, and nutrients, as well as through
the removal of toxic metabolites and metals. The current
modeling has limited utility in phytoirrigation study, because
it does not explicitly account for the preferential uptake of
certain solute species. Such an account would require a better understanding of the chemical mass transfer by Spartina
root systems. Further investigations of the concentrations,
activity, and spatial distribution of various geochemical species and microorganisms in relation to the root system geometry are warranted.

In summary, the rates of OM remineralization and TEA
consumptions were determined for the bioturbated and vegetated salt marsh sediments of the Skidaway SERF using the
inverse modeling. The models were constrained by the ecological data as well as measured concentration profiles of
major redox species, and the model results were verified by
the measured depth profiles of SRR. The agreement between
measured and modeled profiles indicates that the a priori
parameter values, including those associated with the bioturbation and irrigation, are reasonable. The calculated rate
profiles not only reveal the difference in the net OM degradation rates between stations but also verify the significant
difference in the relative importance of Fe(III)(oxy)hydroxides and SO 22
as TEAs between stations with
4
varying degrees of bioturbation. In heavily bioturbated BUC,
Fe(III)-(oxy)hydroxides are recycled $30 times before they
are permanently buried below the zone of bioturbation. Recycling at NUC and NVC, the stations that host few bioturbating organisms, is limited to only a few times. The model
results also confirm the significance of vegetation in salt
marsh chemical mass transfer. Although the phytoirrigation

Fig. 6. For NUC, an elevated C : N ratio (54) yields model-calculated depth-concentration profiles that agree well with the measured profiles.

Fig. 7. For NUC, an elevated C : N ratio (54) yields model-calculated SO 22
reduction rate profile that is comparable to the mea4
sured SRR.

Elemental cycling in salt marsh sediments
of major solute species appears to be insignificant, Spartina
root systems enhance the rate of OM remineralization in
subsurface sediments well away from WSI, where labile OM
and microbial activities may otherwise be limited.
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